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THANKS FOR CHOOSING ONE OF OUR KITS!
This manual has been written taking into account the common issues that we often find people
experience in our workshops. The order in which the components are placed on the board is meant to
make assembly as easy as possible.
Some steps are not obvious, so even if you're an experienced DIYer please read the steps thoroughly
before starting.
If this is your first project, please read this article before you start assembling the kit:
www.befaco.org/howto/
You will be soldering both boards at the same time. Keeping them in the panel together, until stated to
split them, might help you through the build. Check the last pages of the Build for PCB pics to help you
identify components.

OPEN BAG A

RESISTORS
It’s strongly recommended to measure the resistors with a multimeter. Color code might be hard to read
with blue/green background.
Qty

Value

Code

Name on PCB

14

100k

Brown, black, black, orange, brown

R15, R16, R17, R18, R27, R28, R100, R102,
R112, R118, R121, R127, R129, R130

11

470Ω

Yellow, purple, black, black, brown

R105, R106, R107, R111, R116, R119, R124,
R125, R134, R135, R140

10

1k

Brown, black, black, brown, brown

R4, R13, R19, R23, R109, R115, R128, R131,
R138, R139

8

4k7

Yellow, purple, black, brown, brown

R1, R3, R11, R21, R101, R108, R110, R113

8

100Ω

Brown, black, black, black, brown

R2, R7, R120, R123, R132, R133, R136, R141

6

20k

Red, black, black, red, brown

R6, R9, R20, R24, R104, R114

4

12k

Brown, red, black, red, brown

R8, R10, R12, R14

4

10k

Brown, black, black, red, brown

R5, R22, R25, R30

4

33k

Orange, orange, black, red, brown

R103, R117, R122, R126

2

1M

Brown, black, black, yellow, brown

R26, R29

1

2k2

Red, Red, black, brown, brown

R137

DIODES
Solder the diodes observing their polarity. The black or white line on the diode must match with the
white line on the diode symbol on the PCB silkscreen.
Qty Value

Name on PCB

2

1N5817

D1, D2

8

BAT85

D100, D101, D102, D103, D104, D105, D106, D107

1
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FERRITES
Solder the two ferrite beads by using a recycled diode leg passed through each ferrite and proceed as if
it were a resistor. Ferrite beads don't have polarity.
Qty Name on PCB+
2

F1, F2

IC SOCKETS
First we will place the sockets (taking care to orientate them properly – the notch on one end of the
socket should match the silkscreen) and solder them into their correct positions. Get them from ICs bag.
Qty Value

Name on PCB

5

IC1, IC2, IC3, IC100, IC101

DIL8

OPEN BAG B

CAPACITORS
Identifying capacitors can be quite tricky. Codes stated are indicative, please take a look at this guide
for help identifying capacitors: http://www.wikihow.com/Read-a-Capacitor
Qty Value

Code

Name on PCB

19

100n

104

C1, C3, C4, C8, C9, C12, C13, C14, C15, C18, C20, C21,
C100, C101, C105, C106, C110, C113, C114

2

10uF (POLARIZED!)

10uF

C16, C17

2

220p

n22

C10, C19

6

100p

101/100

C7, C11, C102, C109, C111, C112

6

2.2n

2n2k100

C5, C6, C103, C104, C107, C108

1

47uF (POLARIZED!)

47uF

C2

FUSE
Qty Code

Name on PCB

1

F100

x50

REGULATORS AND TRANSISTORS
Make sure it is positioned correctly with reference to the silkscreen outline on the PCB
Qty

Code

Name on PCB

1

LM4040

REG-100

3

2n3904

Q1, Q2, Q100

1

AMSR 78L05

U1
2
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POWER CONNECTOR
Solder the power connector at “JP3”, ensuring the position is correct: it must be placed over the
silkscreen marking with the pins facing the edge of the PCB.
This is a good moment to split both Boards apart. Use pliers to help you and make sure to
carefully remove the locating tabs. Leaving board edges flat!
SOCKET CONNECTORS
Place the socket connectors on the control board at silkscreen side, Make sure they are straight.
Then solder them
Qty

Size

Place on PCB

2

2X4

JP101, JP100

2

1X5

JP102, JP103

PIN HEADERS
Place the headers on the Main board at silkscreen side, Make sure they are straight. Then solder
them
Qty

Size

Place on PCB

2

2X4

JP1, JP2

2

1X5

JP4, JP5

JST CONNECTOR
Place the connector in the silkscreen. So it will be at same side as minijacks and mechanical
components. Connector must be facing out the board.
Qty

Size

Place on PCB

1

1X3

MIDI

In order to place the owl board properly straight, we will first place socket connectors in the pcb then pin
headers into these. This will give the right placing for the owl platform.
SOCKET CONNECTORS
Place socket connectors on the control board at silkscreen side, Make sure they are straight. Then
solder them
Qty

Size

3

1x5

2

1x10

1

1x12

1

1x3

Place pin headers into the sockets. Its the long pin that will fit into the sockets.
You have one 1x40 long pin strip and three 1x5. This should be enough for all your needs and leave you a
few spares just in case some get damaged when cutting. Place Owl board on the pins. Do this gently,
Once all pins are in place, proceed to solder them all.
Remove Owl board from the pcb to continue with the assembly.
3
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TROUBLESHOOTING
At this point we will perform a smoke test and check that power arrives to every relevant spot in the
boards. This is very important, as testing all this once mechanical components are soldered will be hard.
Connect both boards then the module to a power supply. Follow the diagram to measure ALL marked
voltages. Use the marked GND spot and measure one by one the voltages.
Please be aware that as the boards are connected orientation of the Main PCB will be reversed from the
picture below.

If your power supply behaves funny or one of the regulators get hot, unplug the module immediately.
Possible errors:
- One of the regulators is reversed
- Reversed Diode.
- Reversed electrolytic capacitor.
- Maybe you have a bridge somewhere.
If all voltages are good (keep in mind they might change a bit due to tolerances and your power supply)
proceed with the rest of the build.
If you are facing issues, please follow our basic troubleshooting guide:
https://www.befaco.org/basic-troubleshooting-guide/

4
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ICs
Place ICs in their sockets. Take care of polarity, notch or dot mark orientation.
Qty Value

Name on PCB

3

TL072

IC2, IC100, IC101

2

5532

IC1, IC3

Now we will proceed to mount the jacks, USB and encoder. This part of the assembly is CRITICAL. Please
take your time and read the following instructions carefully.
These components must NOT be soldered until they are placed on the PCB and fully attached to the front
panel.

OPEN MECHANICAL COMPONENTS BAG
SPACER
Secure the 12 mm. spacer into control PCB on the component side. Use a nut to secure it.
USB CONNECTORS
Place

USB connectors but don't solder them yet.

ENCODER
MAKE SURE THE BOTTOM OF THE ENCODER DOES NOT TOUCH THE PINS BELOW!
Place the encoder on the PCB where the silkscreen indicates. Leave an hex nut placed on the encoder,
this will give encoder the right height and avoid damaging your module. Don't solder it yet.
MINIJACKS
Place the mini-jacks on the PCB ensuring they are on the side with the silkscreen but don't solder
them.

7 SEGMENT DISPLAY
Place the display, minding that the dot will face down (Segment dot) but don't solder it yet.
BUTTONS

MIND ORIENTATION!! The flat side of the button must align with the flat side of the PCB
POTS
Pots U$3 and U$4 need one of the location lugs to be cut. Cut one left lug from a pot and a right leg
from another to place in these positions. Do not solder the pots yet!
LED
Place LED, minding polarity. Flat side in silkscreen is negative pad. Short led from the Led is the
negative. Do not solder it yet.

5
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FRONT PANEL
Place the plastic window into Display hole, from the back side of the panel. Remember to remove the
protection plastic from both sides. Use some hot glue, tape or any method of your choice to stick it.
Attach the front panel adjusting the parts one by one if necessary until they fit. First Mini-jacks then
Encoder, POTS. Use the red nuts for all Outs, the smaller black nuts for the rest of the minijacks and
the larger black ones for all pots. Ensuring all of the above parts are flush with the panel.
Solder Mini-jacks, pots and encoder. Then press both buttons to make sure they are flat with the
PCB and all pins in their right place (beware no bent legs!), proceed to solder them.
Flip the module and make sure that LED display is flat against the window and centered. Proceed to
solder the mechaniucakl componets.
TIP: Leave pots location lugs unsoldered. Like this you will be able to reach under the pots in the case
of troubleshooting.

FINISH YOUR BUILD!
To ensure that the Main PCB fits with the Control PCB cut short the Pot lugs of U$9! Regulator will hit
these lugs if you don’t. Re-solder it if you want to keep your work clean.
Connect both PCBs together, then use the M3 screw to secure them. Then Proceed to put in place OWL
board.
Connect power cable making sure its properly oriented.

In order to calibrate V/oct input, follow this link: and the instructions in that site. Remember you need to
use a web MIDI compatible browser:
https://www.openwarelab.org/Tools/calibration.html
There is video in our Youtube channel to help you calibrate:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5p91lR8nGI

ENJOY YOUR NEW BEFACO MODULE!
6
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